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Ed:  The writer is referencing the 12pp booklet ‘Two Perspectives by Paul Smith and Sam 

McBratney’ which was distributed as background materials at the various meetings around 

the District.   

 

The conservative perspective set out in the booklet makes some very good points in its 

introduction about how to read the Bible, stating that it is “inappropriate to lift texts out of 

context, to see one passage of Scripture in isolation, or to apply biblical teaching across 

cultural boundaries without any reference to the cultural setting in which the Bible was 

written.”  However, the article does not  entirely follow its own advice. For example, the 

author argues that Jesus, while usually championing the cause of marginalised minorities, did 

not say anything in support of  “the homosexual community.” However, it is very doubtful, to 

say the least, that there was such a thing as a “homosexual community” in ancient Palestine. 

He also cites Paul as proof that the New Testament condemns homosexuality, though Paul is 

only one voice among many voices in the early church and,  crucially, is not the voice of 

Jesus. So at the most it can be said that one NT author condemns homosexuality, with the 

others being silent on the subject. Personally, I don’t think that we can assume a passive 

endorsement of homosexuality from the fact that Jesus appears never to have spoken about it, 

but what I do think we can assume is that the issue didn’t interest him. 

 The conservative article acknowledges that we do not follow all biblical teaching, for 

example with regard to dietary rules, but that we have to distinguish between those teachings 

which are moral in nature and those which are not. However, the biblical food laws are in 

their original context profoundly moral, concerned as they are with matters of purity. The 

reason we no longer follow them is because we no longer accept ritual purity as a criterion of 

moral goodness.  On the other hand, it would be hard to argue that sexual orientation in itself 

– i.e. not sexual behaviour,  namely faithfulness versus promiscuity -  is a moral issue. The 

progressive article makes a very good point here: that homosexual behaviour in biblical times 

was always associated with exploitation and promiscuity and that the kind of loving, 

committed relationship we are considering today simply did not exist. 

 The conservative article makes a further point about homosexuality being “unnatural,” that 

“natural” means “according to the intentions of the creator” and that this is the core criterion 

for Paul’s condemnation of it. Multiple fallacies are involved in this argument: 

 1)       “Natural” means “occurring in nature.” What occurs in nature is fact. It is, however, a 

 matter of opinion whether everything that occurs in nature is “according to the intentions of 

the creator.” The latter statement is a statement of faith. The author has muddled the 

distinction between fact and opinion here. 

2)      As far as facts are concerned, homosexuality is “natural,” because it does occur in nature, 

i.e. some humans are (as far as we know) born with homosexual orientation, and a range of 

animal species also display homosexual behaviours. Therefore, homosexuality is no more 

“unnatural” than red hair or musical genius. “Natural” cannot possibly be taken to mean only 

the majority of natural phenomena. Most of the universe consists of empty space and of all 
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the celestial bodies human science has identified over the millennia, none bar Earth has so far 

been shown to support life – and yet it does not follow that life is “unnatural.” Neither is 

homosexuality “unnatural,” it is merely unusual. 

3)      Most importantly, human civilisation (including religion) consists almost entirely of 

concepts, rules and behaviours which are not “natural,” and rightly so: Cannibalism, 

infanticide and sexual promiscuity, to name but a few, are natural phenomena. On the other 

hand, monogamy is not natural for the human species, and yet we embrace it as a moral good. 

 While “moral” and “natural” are not exactly mutually exclusive, there is no doubt that moral 

choices frequently are choices against our natural inclination. The question of what is natural 

or unnatural has therefore absolutely no value or relevance in this debate, and as the author’s 

only contribution to the aspect of “reason” it is embarrassingly lacking in rational coherence.  

 The author’s argument from tradition is, if possible, even more embarrassing. He points to 

the stance of Christians in the developing world, who are almost unanimously opposed to 

homosexuality, and demands that “their words are taken seriously.” He says it would be 

“patronising” to impose our western views on them.  After decades of conservative Christians 

ignoring and belittling the voices of the world church on the topic of political and economic 

injustice, the hypocrisy of this sudden demand to hear those voices, on an issue where it 

comes in handy, is staggering. 

 What we should ask ourselves as Christians is: What builds the Kingdom of God?  I think 

most people would agree that loving, caring and committed relationships contribute to the 

Kingdom. In the past, homosexual relationships have often been exploitative and 

promiscuous precisely because society marginalised them.  In my opinion, the most Christian 

stance to take is to  support all people who wish to enter into a sexual relationship, regardless 

of the gender of those involved, in a way that enables those relationships to be loving, caring 

and committed. We cannot make them be so, no more than we can make marriages last, we 

can only provide an environment in which such loving commitment is encouraged to grow. 


